Clinical blood pressure monitoring for the most part ignores the shape of tlie blood pressure pulse, focusing instead on the systolic and diastolic pressure levels alone. We present a model which characterizes the shape of the blood pressure pulse in ternis of the mechanical properties of the arterial system, and we examine the feasibility of extracting useful physiologic information from the waveform. The responses of five healthy subjects to the Valsalva maneuver have been studied. The waveshape changes during the different phases of tlie maneuver were consistent in all subjects, showing increased oscillatory behavior during the strain phase. The model attributed the shape changes primarily to an increase in peripheral resistaiice and a decrease in distal compliance. We conclude tliat tlie blood pressure waveshape carries significant physiologic information and that this model may be useful for extracting this information. In particular, this teclinique may provide a method for the non-invasive monitoring of beat-by-bcat changes in peripheral vascular resistance.
Introduction
The shape of the blood pressure pulse is determined by the ejection pattern from the left ventricle, the mechanical properties of the aitcrial system, and the peripheral vascular resistance. For instance, the gradual decrease in vessel compliance with age leads to an increase in pulse pressure. Furthermoie, during the Valsalva maneuver the blood pressure waveshape undergoes significant change as the cardiovascular control system alters the mechanical properties of the blood vessels in response to dramatic changes in cardiac output. These examples clearly suggest that the blood pressure waveshape contains information about the mechanical properties of the blood vessels.
In this project we focus on the response to the Valsalva maneuver and try to elucidate the basis of the waveshape changes seen in the radial artery blood pressure. We recorded the response of healthy subjects to the Valsalva maneuver and used tlie third-order lumped parameter model originally proposed by Goldwyn and Watt [a] to interpret the waveshape changes in ternis of the mechanical properties of the peripheral arterial system. In this paper we develop the model, discuss the physiologic methods used to record the Valsalva maneuver, and review some of the results.
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Figure 1: The complete circuit model.
TheModel
As mentioned above, the blood pressure waveshape depends on the mechanical properties of the vessels as well as the ejection pattern from the left ventricle. Because we are interested in extracting information about the properties of the arteries and the peripheral vascular resistance, we consider only the diastolic part of the pulse, thereby eliminating the uncertainty associated with the input flow from the heart. The model assumes that all hearts are the same in that they eject a bolus of blood into the arterial system and establish some initial conditions for the relaxation. In this section we develop the model and discuss the method of estimating the model parameters.
A Lumped Parameter Model
As seen from the heart, the arterial system is often modeled by the simple windkessel model. A lumped compliance represents tlie storage (capacitive) function of the arteries, and the resistance accounts for the resistive nature of the arterioles and capillaries. To account for the waveshape in a distal artery, such as the radial artery, the simple windkessel model must be expanded. Because blood is stored throughout the arterial system, both in the elastic proximal arteries and in the less distensible, muscular ones, the capacitive function of the arteries can be divided into two distinct components (central and peripheral). An inertance is introduced to account for the momentum of the column of blood flowing between the two regions. The complete model is shown in Figure 1 . by the roots of the characteristic equation
If we let z ( t ) = (l&(t),I,(t),V,m(t))T and V,,,,(t)
The modes of the natural response of the system are given
Tlie impulse response of a general third-order system can be separated into three different types of behavior depending on whether there are three real, unequal roots, three real roots where at least two are equal, or one real root and two complex conjugate roots. The latter is the case of most interest here, and in the next subsection we assume that the system has this type of impulse response, and we derive a method for estimating the model parameters.
Parameter Estimation
In order to cstimate the model parameters from the blood pressure wavcform, we assume that the system has one real and two complex conjugate eigenvalues, or equivalently, that the natural response of the system can be represented by the sum of an exponential decay and a damped sinusoid. We represent the diastolic portion of the radial blood pressure, P r a d ( t ) , by and estimate the structural parameters (ao, a l , a2, XI, XZ, As, 6') from the wavefrom using the Levenburg-Marquardt method of performing non-linear least-squares [4].
The parameters ( A I , Az, A, ) are then used to determine the model parameters-R, C,, C , , and L. Given only XI, A2, and As, however, it is not possible to uniquely solve for all four model parameters. Therefore, to circumvent this problem, we assumed that the central compliance, the compliance of the large elastic arteries, was constant in the different phases of the Valsalva maneuver. The remaining parameters-R, C, , , and L-were then determined using the following relationships
Physiologic Met hods
In order to test our model, it is necessary to acquire data in which the properties of the arterial system are changing in a controlled or predictable manner. One way to elicit such waveshape changes is to apply a stress, such as a step increase in intrathoracic pressure, to the cardiovascular system. To that end, the response of five subjects to the Valsalva maneuver were recorded and analyzed. For each subject the ECG and blood pressure were recorded. The radial blood pressure was measured continously and non-invasively using a sophisticated instrument based on arterial tonometry (Colin Electronics, Co. -CBM 3000). Each subject performed two Valsalva maneuvers, each time holding an increased intrathoracic pressure for approximately 15 seconds. No manometer was used. The data were digitized, transferred to a SUN 386i, and the model parameters were estimated throughout the Valsalva maneuver from each subject.
Results and Discussions
A typical response to the Valsalva maneuver is shown in Figure 5 . All subjects studied exhibited the same dramatic waveshape changes as those shown in the figure. To test the flexibility of the model, the model parameters were estimated on a beat-by-beat basis throughout the maneuver. In this section the results are discussed in two stages. First, we discuss the how well the model fits the data, and then we discuss the changes in the model parameters during the Valsalva maneuver. Three typical beats from the control, post-release, and strain phases of the maneuver are shown with the model's best-fit curve in Figure 2 . In all three cases the residual error between the data and the best-fit curve was negligible. In the first two cases the parameter estimates were reliable, and the mean squared error converged to a minimum. With the beat from the strain phase, however, the two parameters--a0 and al-are generally not identifiable. This was particularly true during periods of tachycardia when the decay of the blood pressure was absent. Close inspection of the model and the data reveal that the unidentifiability of these parameters is expected. During the strain phase the peripheral vascular resistance increases due to vasoconstriction. In the model if the resistance increases, the voltage across the capacitor C , becomes less damped and more oscillatory. For large increases in resistance the exponent of the decay term approaches zero, and the whole term approaches a constant al. Since two constants are not uniquely identifiable, a0 and a1 are indistinguishable. Thus, in the strain phase of the Valsalva maneuver the model predicts that the resistance increases, but no quantitative information can be extracted from the model at present.
In Figure 3 and Figure 4 we compare the estimated model parameters during the control phase and the latter part of the strain phase. The comparison of the model parameters has been limited to these two regions because the system is Figure 2: Typical waveforms from the control, post-release, and strain phases of the Valsalva maneuver are shown with the best-fit curves from the model. almost in steady-state, and the mean blood pressure is approximately the same. One issue that has not been discussed is the starting point of diastole. Recall that we are interested in the natural response, and thus, we assume that there is no input flow from the heart. Because the high frequency components of the dicrotic notch are attenuated [3] as the pulse propagates distally, the exact start of diastole cannot be determined from the blood pressure pulse alone. Therefore, in this project we choose some reasonable point beyond the systolic pressure and varied the starting point forward in time toward the local minimum before the diastolic hump. As the model resistance and compliance illustrate, the estimated parameters are slightly sensitive to the starting point of diastole. Some of the sensitivity in the resistance might be attributed to the parameter uncertainties during the strain phase. Nevertheless, the estimated parameters show that there are significant changes in resistance and distal compliance between the control and strain phases of the Valsalva maneuver. The inertance showed less of a consistent change between the two regions in all subjects studied. In summary, we are convinced that the blood pressure waveshape contains significant physiologic information. We have developed a model that fits the data quite well and predicts that the resistance increases and the distal compliance decreases during the Valsalva maneuver. These results are encouraging and motivate the need for more work in the future. These areas include: the validation of the model with accurate flow measurements, Valsalva maneuver from patients with pacemakers, and human studies using vasoconstrictors and vasodilators. Time (sec) Figure 5 : A typical response of the radial blood pressure during the Valsalva ~n a~l c u w r
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